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*Services
"Auksinio Elnio Dvaras" (Manor of Golden Deer) is a
country tourism farmstead, located in the picturesque
historical Samogitia locality in Lithuania.

Everything revolves around the topic of hunting
and animals.

The ranch complex includes: the main chateau, a
number of residential buildings with apartments and
sleeping areas (80 residential places), a cafe-bar,
conference hall with 100 seats, banquet hall with 70
seats, house with banquet hall with 40 seats, a building
with an outdoor kitchen, a large (with sleeping areas)
and a smaller bathhouse with the tubs.
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*The visitors will also have access to the deers
fencing, installed towers of surveillance, installed
basketball and volleyball places, playgrounds for
children. Many possibilities of entertainment:
swimming, tours with kayaks, trips with bicycles,
fishing of trout in Virvytė river, exotic farm
animals, excursions to historic places of
Samogitia.
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*Apartamens
Apartaments „Lux“ Rooms for 2 persons



*Parties
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*Museums

*In the "Auksinio Elnio Dvaras" ranch the visitors
can have a look at vintage motorcycles and

hunting trophies museums.



*http://www.auksiniselnias.lt
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